Abstract-The need for self-healing software to respond with a reactive, proactive or preventative action as a result of changes in its environment has added the non-functional requirement of adaptation to the list of facilities expected in self-managing systems. The adaptations we are concerned with assist with problem detection, diagnosis and remediation. Many existing computing systems do not include such adaptation mechanisms, as a result these systems either need to be re-designed to include them or there needs to be a mechanism for retro-fitting these mechanisms. The purpose of the adaptation mechanisms is to ease the job of the system administrator with respect to managing software systems. This paper introduces Kheiron, a framework for facilitating adaptations in running programs in a variety of execution environments without requiring the re-design of the application. Kheiron manipulates compiled C programs running in an unmanaged execution environment as well as programs running in Microsoft's Common Language Runtime and Sun Microsystems' Java Virtual Machine. We present case-studies and experiments that demonstrate the feasibility of using Kheiron to support self-healing systems. We also describe the concepts and techniques used to retro-fit adaptations onto existing systems in the various execution environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
System adaptation has been highlighted as a necessary feature of autonomic software systems [1] . In the realm of self-healing software we are concerned primarily with adaptations that effect problem diagnosis -via consistency checks or ghost transactions1 -and remediation -in the form of reconfiguration or repair. In many situations adaptations must occur while the system executes so as to maintain some degree of availability. Having a critical software system operate in a degraded mode is preferable to taking the system offline to perform scheduled (or unscheduled) reconfiguration or repair activities [2] , [3] .
System designers have two alternatives when it comes to realizing software systems capable of adaptation. Adaptation mechanisms can be built into the system -as done in the K42 operating system [4] -or such functionality can be retro-fitted onto them using externalized architectures like KX [5] or Rainbow [6] . While arguments can be made for either approach, the retrofit approach provides more flexibility. "Baked-in" adaptation mechanisms restrict the analysis and reuse of said mechanisms. Further, it is difficult to evolve (via ' A ghost transaction is a special form of a self-test/diagnosis targeting a specific subset of subsystems or components.
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With any system there is a spectrum of adaptations that can be performed. Frameworks like KX perform coarsegrained adaptations e.g. re-writing configuration files and restarting/terminating operating system processes. In this paper, we focus on fine-grained adaptations, those interacting with individual components, sub-systems or methods e.g. restarting/refreshing individual components or sub-systems, or augmenting methods.
Whereas the retro-fit approach is attractive because it does not require a re-design of the system and it is possible to separately evolve the target system and the adaptation mechanisms, it is not always easy to achieve. A major challenge is that of actually retro-fitting fine-grained adaptation mechanisms onto existing/legacy systems2.
Managing the performance impact of the mechanisms used to effect fine-grained adaptations in the running system presents an additional challenge. Since we are interacting with individual methods or components we must be cognizant of the performance impact of effecting the adaptations e.g. inserting instrumentation into individual methods may slow down the system; but being able to selectively add/remove instrumentation allows the performance impact to be tuned throughout the system's execution. This paper is primarily concerned with addressing the challenges of retro-fitting fine-grained adaptation mechanisms onto existing software systems and managing the performance impacts associated with retro-fitting these adaptation mechanisms. In this paper we posit that we can leverage the the unmodified execution environment to transparently facilitate the adaptations of existing/legacy systems. We describe three systems we have developed for this purpose. Kheiron/C manipulates running compiled C programs on the Linux platform, Kheiron/CLR manipulates running .NET applications and finally Kheiron/JVM manipulates running Java applications.
Our contribution is the ability to transparently retro-fit new functionality (for the purpose of diagnosing problems and resolving problems where possible) onto existing software 2For purposes of discussion we define a legacy system as any system for which the source code may not be available or for which it is undesirable to engage in substantial re-design and development.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows; §11 motivates retro-fitting fine-grained adaptation mechanisms onto existing systems and presents a number of specific adaptations and their potential benefits. §111-A gives a working definition of an execution environment and describes two classes of execution environments-managed and unmanaged. §111-B outlines some challenges associated with performing adaptations at the execution environment level. §IV describes the mechanisms and concepts used to adapt running bytecodebased applications, using our Kheiron/JVM implementation and its performance overhead. Kheiron/CLR, our first adaptation framework, targets Microsoft Intermediate Language (MSIL) bytecode applications and is discussed in [8] , [9] , [10] . §V compares and contrasts runtime adaptation in an unmanaged execution environment with runtime adaptation in a managed execution environment. We also present Kheiron/C and discuss some experimental results of the performance impact imposed on target systems and §V-E describes a special case of adaptation-dynamically adding fault detection and recovery to running compiled C programs via selectively emulating individual functions. §VI covers related work and finally §VII presents our conclusions and future work.
II. MOTIVATION
The ability to adapt is critical for self-healing systems [1] . However, not every system is designed or constructed with all the adaptation mechanisms it will ever need. As a result, there needs to some way to enable existing applications to introduce and employ new self-healing mechanisms. As a hypothetical example, consider an existing computer system which periodically raises questions about its stability -evidenced by user complaints concerning lost work and system unavailability.
A system administrator may decide to adapt the system by injecting instrumentation into specific sub-systems to further investigate the problem. Information collected via the inserted instrumentation is then routed to separate analysis components and/or visualization consoles. Analysis and visualization leads to the diagnosis hypothesis that identifies (with high probability) specific conditions of increasing resource demands as the primary contributing factors. A possible post-analysis adaptation would be the insertion of specific monitoring code to detect similar conditions coupled with the insertion of mechanisms, which when triggered by the monitoring code, intercept and queue requests to specific sub-systems while simultaneously restarting these sub-systems to force the release of key resources -analogous to a micro-reboot [11] except there is no presumption that the sub-systems were designed as crash-only components supporting APIs for recovery and shutdown as proposed in [11] .
There are a number of specific fine-grained adaptations that can be retro-fitted onto existing systems to aid problem detection, diagnosis and in some cases remediation via performing reconfigurations or (temporary) repairs. In this paper we describe how our Kheiron implementations can be used to facilitate a number of fine-grained adaptations in running systems via leveraging facilities and properties of the execution environments hosting these systems.
These adaptations include (but are not limited to): Inserting or removing system instrumentation [12] to discover performance bottlenecks in the application or detect (and where possible repair) data-structure corruption. The ability to remove instrumentation can decrease the performance impact on the system associated with collecting information. Periodic refreshing of data-structures, components and subsystems done using micro-reboots, which could be performed at a fine granularity e.g., restarting individual components or sub-systems, or at a coarse granularity e.g., restarting entire processes periodically. Replacing failed, unavailable or suspect components and subsystems (where possible) [10] . The unit of execution (sometimes referred to as a module) in the JVM is the classfile. Classfiles contain both the metadata and bytecode of a Java application. Two major components of the Java HotspotVM interact with the metadata and bytecode contained in the classfile during execution, the classloader and the global native-code optimizer.
The classloader reads the classfile metadata and creates an in-memory representation and layout of the various classes, members and methods on demand as each class is referenced. The global native-code optimizer uses the results of the classloader and compiles the bytecode for a method into native assembly for the target platform.
The Java HotspotVM first runs the program using an interpreter, while analyzing the code to detect the critical hot spots in the program. Based on the statistics it gathers, it then focuses the attention of the global native-code optimizer on the hotspots to perform optimizations including JIT-compilation and method inlining [17] . Compiled methods remain cached in memory, and subsequent method calls jump directly into the native (compiled) version of the method.
The vi.5 implementation of the Java HotspotVM introduces a new API for inspecting and controlling the execution of Java applications -the Java Virtual Machine Tool Interface (JVMTI) [15] . JVMTI Step 2 of type augmentation occurs immediately after the shadow method has been added, while still in the ClassFileLoadHook JVMTI callback. Kheiron/JVM uses bytecoderewriting techniques to convert the implementation of the original method into a thin wrapper that calls the shadow method, as shown in Figure 1, the bar on the left shows the performance normalized to one, of the benchmark running without profiling enabled. The bar on the right shows the normalized performance with our profiler enabled.
Our measurements show that our profiler contributes Y2% runtime overhead when no adaptations are active, which we consider negligible. Note that we do not ask the Java HotspotVM to notify us on method entry/exit events since this can result in a slow down in some cases in excess of 5X. If adaptations were actually being performed then we expect the overheads measured to depend on the specifics of the adaptations. By implementing Kheiron/JVM we are able to show that our conceptual approach of leveraging facilities exposed by the execution environment, specifically profiling and execution control services, and combining these facilities with metadata APIs that respect the verification rules for types, their metadata and their method implementations (bytecode) is a sufficiently low-overhead approach for adapting running programs in contemporary managed execution environments.
V. ADAPTING UNMANAGED APPLICATIONS
Effecting adaptations in unmanaged applications is markedly different from effecting adaptations in their managed counterparts, since they lack many of the characteristics and facilities that make runtime adaptation qualitatively easier, in comparison, in managed execution environments. Unmanaged execution environments store/have access to limited metadata, no built-in facilities for execution tracing, and less structured rules on well-formed programs.
In this section we focus on using Kheiron/C to facilitate adaptations in running compiled C programs, built using standard compiler toolkits like gcc and g++, packaged as Executable and Linking Format (ELF) [20] Figure 5 ) for existing function calls in the target application. As an example, Kheiron/C could search for globally visible data structures e.g. the head of a linked list of abstract data types, and insert periodic checks of the list's consistency by injecting new function calls passing the linked-list head variable as a parameter.
To initiate an adaptation Kheiron/C attaches to a running application (or spawns a new application given the command line to use). The process of attaching causes the thread of the target application to be suspended. It then uses the Dyninst API to find the existing functions to instrument (each function abstraction has an associated call-before instrumentation point and a call-after instrumentation point). The target application needs to be built with symbol information for locating functions and variables to work -with stripped binaries Dyninst reports -95Y% accuracy locating functions and an -87% success rate instrumenting functions. The disparity between the percentage of functions located and the percentage of functions instrumented is attributed to difficulties in instrumenting code rather than failures in the analysis of stripped binaries [23] . Kheiron As shown in Figure 6 the overhead of the inserted function call is negligible, -1 %. This is expected since the x86 assembly generated behind the scenes effects a simple jump into the adaptation library followed by a return before executing the bodies of SOR-execute and SOR-numAiops. We expect that the overhead on overall program execution would depend largely on the operations performed while inside the adaptation library. Further, the time the SciMark process spends suspended while Kheiron/C performs the instrumentation is sub-second, -684 msecs ± 7.0686.
E. Injecting Selective Emulation
To enable applications to detect low-level faults and recover at the function level or, to enable portions of an application to be run in a computational sandbox, we describe an approach that allows portions of an executable to be run under the STEM x86 emulator. We use Kheiron/C to dynamically load the emulator into the target process' address space and emulate individual functions. STEM (Selective Transactional EMulation) is an instruction-level emulator -developed by Locasto et al. [24] -that can be selectively invoked for arbitrary segments of code. The emulator can be used to monitor applications for specific types of failure prior to executing an instruction, to undo any memory changes made by the function inside which the fault occurred (by having the emulator track memory modifications) and, simulate an error return from the function (error virtualization) [24] .
The original implementation of STEM works at the sourcecode level i.e. a programmer must insert the necessary STEM "statements" around the portions of the application's source code expected to run under the emulator (Figure 7) . In addition, the STEM library is statically linked to the executable. To inject STEM into a running, compiled C application, we need to be able to: load STEM dynamically into a process' void foo( To dynamically load STEM we change the way STEM is built. The original version of STEM is deployed as a GNU AR archive of the necessary object files; however, the final binary does not contain an ELF header -this header is required for executables and shared object (dynamically loadable) files. A cosmetic change to STEM's makefile suffices -using gcc with the -shared switch at the final link step. Once the STEM emulator is built as a true shared object, it can then be dynamically loaded into the address space of a target program using the Dyninst API.
Next, we focus on initializing STEM once it has been loaded into the target process' address space. The original version of STEM requires two things for correct initialization. First, the state of the machine before emulation begins must be savedat the end of emulation STEM either commits its current state to the real CPU registers and applies the memory changes or STEM performs a rollback of the state of the CPU, restoring the saved register state, and undoes the memory changes made during emulation. Second, STEM's instruction pipeline needs to be correctly setup, including the calculation of the address of the first instruction to be emulated.
To correctly initialize our dynamically-loadable version of STEM we need to be able to effect the same register saving and instruction pipeline initialization as in the source-scenario. In the original version of STEM register saving is effected via the emulate-init macro, shown in Figure 7 . This macro expands into inline assembly, which moves the CPU (x86) registers (eax, ebx, ecx, edx, esi, edi, ebp, esp, eflags) and segment registers (cs, ds, es, fs, gs, ss) into STEM data structures.
Whereas Kheiron/C can use Dyninst to dynamically load the shared-object version of STEM into a target process' addressspace and inject a call to the emulate-begin function, the same cannot be done for the emulateinit macro, which must precede a call to emulatebegin. Macros cannot be injected by Dyninst since they are intended to be expanded inline by the C/C++ preprocessor before compilation begins. This issue is resolved by modifying the trampoline -a small piece of code constructed on-the-fly on the stack -Dyninst sets up for inserting prologues, code (usually function calls) executed before a function is invoked.
Dyninst instrumentation via prologues works as follows: the first five bytes after the base address6 of the function to be instrumented are replaced with a jump (OxE9 [ 3 2 -bi t address I ) to the beginning of the trampoline. The assembly instructions in the trampoline save the CPU registers on the stack, execute the prologue instrumentation code, restore the CPU registers and branches to the instructions displaced by the jump instruction into the trampoline. Then another jump is made to the remainder of the function body before control is finally transferred to the instruction after the instrumented function call [22] .
We modify this trampoline such that the contents of the CPU general purpose registers and segment registers are saved at a memory address (register storage area) accessible by the process being instrumented. This modification ensures that the saved register data can be passed into STEM and used in lieu of the emulateinit macro. In addition, we the relocated instructions and continue the emulation of the remaining instructions of the function. After the initialization, the injected call to emulatebegin will cause STEM to begin its instruction fetch-decode-execute loop thus running the function under the emulator.
The final modification to STEM addresses the STEM-to-CPU transition, which occurs when the emulator needs to unload and allow the real CPU to continue from the address after the function call run under the emulator. Rather than inject calls to emulate-end, we modify STEM's emulatebegin function such that it keeps track of its own stack-depth. Initially, this value is set to 0, if the function being emulated contains a call (0xE8) instruction, the stack-depth is incremented, when it returns the stack-depth is decremented. STEM marks the end of emulation by the detection of a leave (0xC9) or return/ret (0xC2/0xC3) at stack-depth 0. At this point, the emulator either commits or restores the CPU registers and, using the address stored in the saved stack pointer register (esp), causes the real CPU to continue its execution from the instruction immediately after the emulated function call.
As a comparison, performing STEM injection using Pin 2.0 [25] [26] . This inlining guarantee should allow the CPU state-capture assembly instructions needed to initialize STEM's registers to be emitted inline in the instrumented version of the function, as occurs at the source level with the original version of STEM. However, we need to verify that inlining actually occurs and devise an appropriate strategy for the STEM-to-CPU transition.
VI. RELATED WORK
Our Kheiron prototypes are concerned with facilitating very fine-grained adaptations in existing/legacy systems, whereas systems such as KX [5] and Rainbow [6] are concerned with coarser-grained adaptations. However, the Kheiron prototypes could be used as low-level mechanisms orchestrated/directed by these larger frameworks.
JOIE [27] is a toolkit for performing load-time transformations on Java classfiles. Unlike Kheiron/JVM, JOIE uses a modified classloader to apply transformations to each class brought into the local environment [28] [33] , those that perform weaving after compile time but before load time, e.g. Weave .NET [34] , which pre-processes managed executables, operating directly on bytecode and metadata and those that perform weaving at runtime (dynamic weaving) using facilities of the execution environment, e.g. A dynamic AOP-Engine for .NET [35] and CLAW [36] . Kheiron/JVM is similar to the dynamic weaving AOP engines only in its use of the facilities of execution environment to effect adaptations in managed applications while they run.
Adaptation concepts such as Micro-Reboots [11] and adaptive systems such as the K42 operating system [4] require upfront design-time effort to build in adaptation mechanisms. Our Kheiron implementations do not require special designed-in hooks, but they can take advantage of them if they exist. In the absence of designed-in hooks, our Khe-iron implementations could refresh components/data structures or restart components and sub-systems, provided that the structure/architecture of the system is amenable to it, i.e., reasonably well-defined APIs exist. Georgia Tech's 'service morphing' [37] involves compilerbased techniques and operating system kernel modifications for generating and deploying special code modules, both to perform adaptation and to be selected amongst during dynamic reconfigurations. A service that supports service morphing is actually comprised of multiple code modules, potentially spread across multiple machines. The assumption here is that the information flows and the services applied to them are well specified and known at runtime. Changes/adaptations take advantage of meta-information about typed information flows, information items, services and code modules. In contrast, Kheiron operates entirely at runtime rather than compile time. Further, Kheiron does not require a modified execution environment, it uses existing facilities and characteristics of the execution environment whereas service morphing makes changes to a component of the unmanaged execution environment-the operating system. Trap/J [38] , Trap.NET [39] produce adapt-ready programs (statically) via a two-step process. An existing program (compiled bytecode) is augmented with generic interceptors called "hooks" in its execution path, wrapper classes and metalevel classes. These are then used by a weaver to produce an adapt-ready set of bytecode modules. Kheiron/JVM, operates entirely at runtime and could use function call replacement (or delegation) to forward invocations to specially produced adapt-ready implementations via runtime bytecode re-writing.
For performing fine-grained adaptations on unmanaged applications, a number of toolkits are available, however many of them, including EEL [40] and ATOM [41] , operate post-link time but before the application begins to run. As a result, they cannot interact with systems in execution and the changes they make cannot be modified without rebuilding/re-processing the object file on disk. Using Dyninst as the foundation under Kheiron/C we are able to interact with running programsprovided they have been built to include symbol information.
Our Kheiron implementations specifically focus on facilitating fine-grained adaptations in applications rather than in the operating system itself. KernInst [42] enables a user to dynamically instrument an already-running unmodified Solaris kernel in a fine-grained manner. KernInst can be seen as implementing some autonomic functionality, i.e., kernel performance measurement and consequent runtime optimization, while applications continue to run. DTrace [43] dynamically inserts instrumentation code into a running Solaris kernel by implementing a simple virtual machine in kernel space that interprets bytecode generated by a compiler for the 'D' language, a variant of C specifically for writing instrumentation code. TOSKANA [44] takes an aspect-oriented approach to deploying before, after and around advice for in-kernel functions into the NetBSD kernel. They describe some examples of self-configuration (removal of physical devices while in use), self-healing (adding new swap files when virtual memory is exhausted), self-optimization (switching free block count to occur when the free block bitmap is updated rather than read), and self-protection (dynamically adding access control semantics associated with new authentication devices).
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we describe the retro-fitting of fine-grained adaptation mechanisms onto existing/legacy systems by leveraging the facilities and characteristics of unmodified execution environments. We describe two classes of execution environments -managed and unmanaged-and compare the performance overheads of adaptations and the techniques used to effect adaptations in both contexts. We demonstrate the feasibility of performing adaptations using Kheiron/C and we describe a sophisticated adaptation, injecting the selective emulation of functions into compiled C applications. Given that few legacy systems are written in managed languages (e.g. Java, C# etc.) whereas a substantial number of systems are written in C/C++, our techniques and approaches for effecting the adaptation of native systems may prove useful for retrofitting new functionality onto these systems.
For future work, we are interested in conducting more sophisticated case studies where we can explore: the runtime patching of managed and unmanaged applications and the management and coordination of various fine-grained adaptations. Finally, we are also interested in measuring the effects of (and system response to) injecting faults into managed and unmanaged applications, which have/have not been dynamically modified with appropriate self-healing (detection, diagnosis and remediation) mechanisms. This last set of experiments is part of an effort to further the development of a methodology for evaluating the efficacy of these added self-healing mechanisms and benchmarking the self-healing capabilities [45] , [46] of the resulting system.
